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Figure 1: ARENA demo applications. (a) Digital and physical art mashup: Rube Goldberg machine with digital objects (watering can, book) interacting with real objects (servo-controlled air blower, plant); (b) Industrial digital twins: visualizing robotic arm movements; (c) Virtual worlds: multi-user virtual reality.

1 INTRODUCTION

People have long imagined mixed reality systems where users could seamlessly interact with digital content that is tightly coupled with the physical world [44]. This has catalyzed a number of enabling AR technologies like localization, tracking, gesture recognition, and display hardware. Most recently, we have seen platforms like AR Kit/Core [24, 29] support mobile AR applications like Google Maps, Pokemon GO, IKEA Place, etc [48]. These are currently developed as monolithic apps designed to run in isolation with an onerous develop, debug, and deploy design cycle. To address this challenge, researchers have spent the last two decades working on extending Web browser functionality to include AR and VR [7, 11, 14, 20]. Web browsers naturally capture the spirit of a single front-end application environment (Browser) that retrieves a standard description of data (HTML) from many networked resources (URLs pointing to Web Servers) and interprets/render data based on the clients’ local capabilities. Learning from the success of traditional Web Applications, this approach provides an easy mechanism to quickly build applications that span a wide range of platforms, from phones and tablets to headsets. As a result, we are now seeing standards such as WebXR [46] making their way into commercial browsers, as these “Extended Reality” (XR) capabilities mature into the mainstream.

However, hosting AR applications in a browser is only part of the challenge. Imagine a scenario where people are walking through a shared common area, such as a museum or an airport. A user might run a navigation app to direct them to their destination. In the background, an airline loyalty app could suggest the closest lounges or ticket counters. In parallel, a user could load personalized food recommendation apps or use a friend finder app to connect with colleagues on their way to the same event, etc. If you extend this concept to defense or industrial IoT scenarios, we can imagine examples of how it would be advantageous to paint digital information from multiple sources together in a single AR fabric for increased situational awareness. The hope of being able to combine users, applications, and sensing data into a uniform representation has fueled much of the excitement behind MetaVerse concepts, Digital Twins, and the AR Cloud [9, 16].

Unlike traditional Web design workflows, collaborative XR applications pose new systems challenges for delivering interactive content at scale. Web frameworks are often structured around representational state transfer architectures (REST) that are not ideally suited for XR environments where you have a set of large models...
and many small, low-latency interactions. This becomes more apparent when application state needs to be maintained across multiple users and applications. In Web applications like online games, which require low-latency shared state, system designers often implement one-off solutions with building blocks like WebRTC and WebSocket-based frameworks. We argue that future XR systems will require a more structured, safe, secure, and scalable infrastructure backing (a distributed operating system of sorts) to manage and host network connected environments.

There are three main framework requirements for collaborative Web XR applications. First, the system needs to support low-latency, consistent interaction and graphical updates across a scene. If a user clicks on a button or an application triggers an animation in response, these messages should be distributed in a timely manner to provide a responsive and consistent user experience. Second, to support multitensity with users running their own applications, we need mechanisms that arbitrate access control and the ability to sandbox and isolate programs. From a systems perspective, this should strike the right balance between expressiveness of access control rights while not bogging down the messaging system with constant permissions checks. Finally, we need mechanisms allowing applications to be launched on targets that optimize objective functions like reducing latency. In Web systems, this usually means running custom code on the client or at the server. Given how locality significantly impacts latency, we require a runtime management system that is able to capture the state of the system resources and their interconnects and dispatch applications accordingly.

In this paper, we present the AR Edge Networking Architecture (ARENA), which is a framework designed to both simplify and scale collaborative multi-user XR applications. It simplifies programming applications where there is a mix of virtual and physical systems, where developers usually have to manually place computation and data storage across interconnected components. This allows developers to easily host multiple applications that interact with users and other agents (like sensors, actuators, or digital interfaces) in an immersive 3D environment. In the same way that a desktop operating system can run multiple applications, ARENA apps can start and exit dynamically in a hot-pluggable manner anywhere on the network. It has built-in support for geographic content lookup and mechanisms for accurate device localization from a number of different types of localization systems (Ultra-wideband Ranging Radios, Outside-in Optical Trackers, Optical Tags, etc). The graphical content is delivered using the A-Frame virtual reality framework [25] for execution on WebXR enabled browsers [46]. The use of modern XR Web technologies makes content accessible from tablets, phones, headsets, and desktop browsers. Users can view a scene in VR using a VR headset or within a 2D projection of a 3D environment in a desktop browser window. The same 3D content is available in AR, and ARENA provides mechanisms to simplify camera pose registration (see Section 3.2). Some example projects built using ARENA are shown in Figure 1 (more examples later in Section 4).

Core to our goal of scalability, ARENA organizes content into a set of Scenes that are hosted by local servers that form a Realm. Realms host services including web servers for static content, a Publish-Subscribe messaging bus for real-time data distribution, and a resource manager that monitors and dispatches applications. They provide natural spatial and/or organizational boundaries for those who want to host their own servers. A Scene is an abstraction that contains a group of related virtual assets like 3D objects, configuration parameters, and applications with shared end-points that allow user interactions. Scenes group together applications and users in a physical and/or virtual environment, and multiple Scenes can be overlaid simultaneously. For example, in our earlier public space scenario, there might be Scenes for each application. All live interactions in ARENA, like graphical updates, sounds, or I/O events are sent as commands over the Realm’s common PubSub bus. ARENA also provides a Persistent Data Store that tracks the latest state of any objects marked as persistent that can be retrieved by clients first joining a Scene. A token-based user management system provides users with access tokens that define their access within the Scene.

Based on our set of collaborative XR framework requirements, we first evaluate ARENA’s viability as an XR programming environment in terms of client-side performance as well as the ability for the backend to scale. We benchmark frame rate as a function of increased graphical complexity on a variety of modern platforms. We also evaluate the impact of load on interaction latency and show an average end-to-end response time for network-connected applications below 20ms on local wireless networks and above 40ms in the cloud. ARENA’s topic structure layout was designed to scale with PubSub broker clustering, and it uses several extensions for capturing network graphs and provides federated access control. We show the ability for Scenes and Realms to isolate and scale environments with Scenes supporting hundreds of users within a Realm, and a Realm supports tens of thousands of Scenes. We also discuss how different organizations can federate Realms to support Internet-scale interactions. ARENA is currently running at multiple universities, each with a Realm that can share Scenes as needed. On the backend, we present several micro-benchmarks addressing security runtime overhead, end-to-end application latency across a number of network interfaces, and typical CPU, memory, and bandwidth profiles as application complexity and number of users increase on the system. Finally, we discuss several example applications, supporting tools, and an example Python Application Programming Interface (API) that can be used for writing programs.

In summary, our main contributions are:

1. The design of a framework for developing scalable collaborative Web XR applications including: (1) a geospatial lookup service, (2) a persistent data store, (3) an authentication and access control system, (4) a Web client front-end, and (5) a scalable PUBSub architecture.
2. A distributed runtime that hosts network-connected applications near users and/or data sources.
4. An open-source implementation with a discussion of various example projects that we believe could support and amplify much of the related work in collaborative interfaces.

2 Related Work

In this section, we review four main categories of related work: (i) Browser support for XR, (ii) tools to facilitate development and authoring of XR applications, (iii) previous approaches for scaling large virtual environments, and the Publish/Subscribe (PubSub) model and finally (iv) tools developed for XR collaboration.

2.1 AR Browsers

Early work on AR Browsers started in the late 90s through the early 2000s [7, 11, 14]. Argon [20] was perhaps the most notable example of a mobile AR browser, proposing the standardization of a platform to support XR applications and freeing the developer from many underlying AR technical details. It introduced the idea of content channels that can be displayed concurrently, something our work also supports through ARENA Scenes. Today, thanks to WebXR [46], we have access to standard APIs, allowing us to adapt, with minimal changes, to different display capabilities and experiences. ARENA benefits from the Web application model, including scalability, no installation, and a large developer base (consequently, many projects to draw from). Above the browser layer, we leverage A-Frame [25], an Entity-Component-System (ECS) architecture used to facilitate the development of primarily VR applications, but that we also use in AR. A-Frame is built on three.js [40], a 3D library which uses WebGL [33] to render content.
Currently, WebXR-capable browsers are available in platforms such as Pixel 3, Pixel 4, and many other ARCore-enabled devices [28], Oculus Quest [37], or Microsoft Hololens [35]. We imagine the number of WebXR-supported platforms will continue to grow.

2.2 Native Development and Authoring

ARKit and ARCore [24, 29], from Apple and Google respectively, ease the task of creating experiences for iOS and Android devices (many headsets on the market are Android devices). Adobe also recently introduced Aero [23] to create AR experiences. Nevertheless, a significant number of XR applications are created in platforms originally meant for 3D game development, such as Unity or the Unreal Engine [26, 41]. Unfortunately, these common development platforms often neglect interaction and collaboration between physically co-located or remote users. Other important services for AR applications, such as geo-referencing content or access control, are often ad hoc solutions left to the developer. ARENA proposes a unified platform, advancing solutions that game development platforms can also adopt. Beyond just the networking interconnect, game architectures assume a single entity controlling/developing each game and don’t have to deal with the same (hot loadable) programmability and security issues that crop up in metaverse-style systems.

2.3 Server and Communication Scaling

Modifiable virtual worlds (MVEs), such as Second Life and Minecraft, and networked games share some attributes with our architecture and are relevant context for this work. We note, however, that one of our main goals is to support interaction between co-located users, something important for AR applications that require pockets of locality. This contrasts with MVEs and networked games, which aim to enable a single large virtual world with many networked users across different geographical areas.

Traditional networked games often exploit the fact that the game provider is a single author of the content, which makes it easier to do world partitioning or pre-computations of visibility and 3D models [6]. More applicable to our scenario (content not controlled centrally) is another common technique of performing interest management to optimize the flow of data [19]. Other examples include systems that deliver different levels of detail based on computed metrics (combining proximity, recent interaction, and other aspects) [2]. This later work ( [2]) also proposes to predict user state based on previous observations (dead reckoning). Many networked gaming systems, including popular MVEs such as Minecraft, use replicated, non-communicating game instances, which do not scale past a few hundred users [45].

One fundamental piece of our architecture is the Publish/Subscribe (PubSub) model, which aids in streamlining interest management by creating a topic hierarchy that partitions and isolates locally interacting users. PubSub allows disseminating information between data producers (publishers) and data consumers (subscribers), where publishers forward their data through brokers. PubSub is a central piece of many IoT and cloud infrastructures, and we can find many popular systems today, such as Google Cloud’s Pub/Sub [30], Apache Kafka [15], and MQTT [18, 31]. Peer-to-peer alternatives [36] have some scaling advantages in that Scenes can be completely independent, but have drawbacks associated with access control and per-Scene capacity (often a fraction of what is possible in a centralized model).

Load balancing users and topics among brokers is a critical aspect in the design of a distributed Pub/Sub architecture [5]. We leverage users’ geographic locality to connect clients to the nearest broker cluster and load balance between the brokers inside a cluster. We also partition the Pub/Sub hierarchy to manage traffic across brokers and clusters and evaluate its performance in Section 5.4.

2.4 XR Collaboration Tools

We have seen an explosion of social VR platforms including Rec Room [39], AltspaceVR [39], and even Web-based platforms such as Facebook Spaces [27], VRChat [42], and Mozilla Hubs [17]. While ARENA can be used for multi-user VR worlds, it was primarily designed for AR. Significant prior work looked into collaborative AR/VR tools for writing and sketching on whiteboards [10], authoring mechanical models [1, 49], information analysis [4], architectural discussions [12], sharing VR experiences with multi-modal displays [8], promoting cooperation amongst different organizations [21], and many more. We believe ARENA promotes the rapid development of similar tools by providing the underlying infrastructure for collaborative XR. We show examples of these types of applications built with ARENA in Section 4.

3 System Architecture

Figure 2 presents an overview of ARENA. A directory service, called Atlas, allows users to find nearby content based on coarse location and then supports managing the data needed to link Scene content with the physical world (see 3.2). As users find local content, they are handed off to a Realm, which is a server (or group of servers) that hosts ARENA 3D content and services. Channeling interactions through local/nearby Realms helps to improve latency-sensitive interactions. Realms connect hardware components like
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1See documentation and source links at https://arenaxr.org/
viewing devices, such as headsets, mobile phones, or tablets, and other headless devices embedded in the environment (e.g., cameras and other sensors used for localization and environment awareness). Realms also include a set of ARENA services (message bus, content server, persistence, runtime manager) to support devices in that geographical area. Most services expose REST APIs to, for example, query current state or permissions, or create access tokens.

User devices connected to ARENA can not only show 3D content, but also host hot-pluggable applications. We created a common runtime to support sandboxed code launched from any connected target (see Section 3.3). We leverage modern WebXR-capable browsers to support diverse platforms and rendering capabilities, and the browser software in Figure 2 also depicts several existing frameworks we used: A-Frame [25], three.js [40], and WebGL [33].

3.1 ARENA Scenes

ARENA Scenes include 3D content, configuration parameters, applications with shared end-points that allow user interactions, and information about markers that might serve as location anchors to the Scene. Scenes exist within a tree-like hierarchy with configurable access control and are often attached to a physical location. Using a Web analogy, the Realm is like a (local) webserver and the Scene is like a particular Web application at a URL end-point.

Scene Objects: ARENA Scenes are a collection of Entities to which Components can be attached, following A-Frame’s Entity-Component-System (ECS) architecture [25]. We support the majority of A-Frame’s primitives (e.g., geometries like boxes, circles, spheres) and components (attributes that can be attached to objects, such as position, rotation, material, sound). We also added ARENA-specific components for AR markers, programs, networked events, and options. All ARENA objects have well-defined schemas, which are the basis for the over-the-wire message format shown in Figure 4b and are transmitted over the PubSub. All messages have an object_id, a type, and an action (create, update, delete). Attributes in data are the object-specific attributes and components. The example shows a box geometry with depth, height, and width attributes, position and rotation components, and an ARENA-specific AR Marker component. Figure 4a shows a Web interface developed to make simple edits to a Scene, with a typical Scene object list, including Scene options, a program, lights, and several GLTF models. We imagine more advanced interfaces could be developed to create Scenes, and show later (Section 4) an example of an application for interactive 3D authoring.

Scene Loading: Scenes are loaded akin to Web applications within a Web browser. However, unlike most standard Web browsers, it is possible to simultaneously view a composition of multiple Scenes without switching between tabs. In XR, a user might have access to one or more Scenes in the same physical area that can be layered within an XR browser session. When the Scene is loaded, its current state is fetched from a data store service that tracks the persisted state of the Scene (see Section 3.4). Composing Scenes together in a single view approximates how people naturally interact with the physical environment (as opposed to manually switching tabs).

Real-time Updates: Once loaded, each of the 3D assets in a Scene are then updated in real-time over the Realm’s local PubSub bus. For example, if an application changes the color of a cube, this would be captured in a message over the bus. Figure 3 exemplifies how a 3D Scene is represented. Each object in a Scene is managed by a topic end-point on the PubSub bus, making them “implicitly” networked. When a user moves their camera or clicks on an object, these updates and events are transmitted as messages. This network transparency allows any number of applications and users running from different devices to interact seamlessly within the 3D environment. As shown in Figure 3, users can see an avatar representation of other users in AR/VR as their camera pose is being published.

Access Control: Each user is given a token which defines read/write access to topics within the Scene structure. This mechanism allows for very granular control over the objects in a Scene. For example, we can make certain objects invisible to a user by not granting read access to that particular object in the PubSub structure. For simplicity, we currently use Scenes as our basic unit of access control. We have defined two basic roles for users in a Scene: editor and viewer, and Section 3.4 describes the access control and authorization service.

3.2 Anchoring to Reality

ARENA provides several mechanisms to help streamline the management and sharing of anchor data as well as simplifying the process of combining multiple tracking technologies into a uniform coordinate system. As previously mentioned, Scenes can be registered and discovered by the Atlas service. Atlas operates in a hierarchical manner much like the Internet’s Domain Name Service (DNS), but using a mixture of GPS coordinates, UUIDs, and Scenes instead of domain names. UUID markers can be embedded into QR codes, BLE beacons or other digital markers (WiFi, LTE tower, etc). Atlas can also provide absolute and/or local coordinates for markers that are associated with scenes. For example, a user could scan a QR code or read a BLE beacon which provides a UUID that maps to a GPS coordinate along with any Scenes containing that GPS coordinate. Atlas stores a GPS location for each Scene along with a 3D bounding polygon. The GPS location is typically assigned to the origin of the Scene’s local coordinate system. A user can perform followup queries to Atlas for assets that fall within each Scene. For example, a Scene might contain a number of AprilTags (low bit-density tracking markers [47]) that have GPS coordinates as well as local coordinates referenced from the Scene’s origin. It is worth noting that a Scene’s address can be used to form a URL for virtual environments that have no physical location.

Since Atlas is a public facing entity that needs administrative management, ARENA also supports the ability to store location data within a Scene by attaching real-world properties to objects. Figure 4b shows an example of how a box object in a scene can have an AR marker property attached to it. This simplifies the common case where a developer builds a local Scene and wants a quick way to manage beacon data annotations for localization systems. AR markers can be set as ‘static’ or ‘dynamic’ to determine if clients should use them for relocalization or if clients should provide location information for the tag. While we wait for WebXR anchor support in released browsers [32], our current client can decode AprilTags [47] in browsers that allow camera access (e.g., Mozilla WebXR Viewer). If the client decodes a static tag, it uses the location data to compute the pose of the device’s camera. If the tag is dynamic (and the client has a confident fix on its location), it publishes its estimate of the tag location to that object. In this way, multiple users in a space can update and share the location of dynamic tags. Since these tags are attached to objects, this naturally updates object positions and is...
WASM runtime. We are currently developing WASM runtimes. WASM programs are run in a secure sandbox and have been gaining popularity, especially with access to (also sandboxed) networked resources, and manages these entities represented in Python. This seamlessly works side-by-side with devices that use optical tags or even UWB localization. We have a number of helper applications that leverage different localization systems to help build tag maps (e.g., OptiTrack can be used to calibrate AprilTags within a shared space). Again, this is an example where the implicitly networked nature of all objects dramatically simplifies merging data from multiple sensing modalities.

### 3.3 Application Runtime

ARENA applications are compiled into WebAssembly (WASM), an open standard that defines a portable binary-code format for executable programs, currently supported by all major Web browsers. WASM programs are run in a secure sandbox and have been gaining traction outside of the browser as a lightweight and secure option for serverless-style computing [3, 43]. There are compilers for many languages that target WASM.

ARENA includes a WASM runtime environment for browser-capable devices that leverages the already available browser infrastructure, whereas other headless compute elements run a standalone WASM runtime. We are currently developing WASM runtimes in both Linux-capable devices and even dispatch Ahead-of-Time (AOT) compiled WASM to microcontrollers. Our WASM runtime accepts requests to execute programs, provides sandboxed execution with access to (also sandboxed) networked resources, and manages the WASM programs’ lifetime, including live migration capabilities (i.e., context swap across devices). The WASM runtime provides a basis for agile programs that operate in the dynamic, distributed computing contexts we imagine for future XR applications. It is an enabling library for ARENA applications that can span cloud, edge, and device platforms in a network transparent manner. We are also developing a program manager for Scenes, which we call init3D, to provide facilities to manage programs interactively from within Scenes. Section 3.4 describes the ARENA Runtime Supervisor (ARTS), which manages programs in a Realm.

We developed a Python library to facilitate the development of ARENA applications. These applications can be sandboxed in the WASM runtime, currently with limited library support due to the still immature support for Python in WASM toolchains. We believe the Python library provides a very accessible development option for ARENA applications. Our current API allows us to create and update objects in a Scene, define animations, and set up callbacks on events and timers. The library provides a scheduler and a design pattern familiar to game developers, which includes decorators to create one-shot, periodic, and delayed (start after a given time) tasks. Any entity represented in Python is automatically updated upon arrival of network messages, and we provide calls to load any preexisting Scene content upon startup. A simple illustrative Python script that loads GLTF models of the Earth and Moon and rotates them together is shown in Figure 5.

### 3.4 Services

**PubSub Message Bus:** The message bus is supported by a MQTT Mosquitto broker [18], modified to keep track of connected clients and data flows. This is organized into a graph that is available to users and, more importantly, to the runtime supervisor, ARTS (see the following paragraph). The broker is also configured with a JWT plugin that implements the PubSub ACL on the topic structure (more details later in this section), and we use Mosquitto’s bridging to create clusters of brokers as detailed and evaluated in Section 5.4. **ARENA Runtime Supervisor (ARTS):** By leveraging the WASM runtime and resource monitoring integrated into the PubSub bus, the ARENA Runtime Supervisor (ARTS) manages the heterogeneous compute resources of an ARENA realm. ARENA Scenes include program objects that specify how a program is started. As a user loads an ARENA Scene, program objects originate requests to ARTS, which, in turn, will forward these requests to one of the available runtimes that previously indicated its availability and compute resources. ARTS currently implements simple scheduling policies, such as (runtime) round-robin or least loaded (runtime), but it will intelligently respond to available networking and compute resources, quality-of-service, and security policies as we develop its capabilities. While compute placement is not the focus of this work, we
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2https://github.com/conix-center/
Figure 6: **ARENA Applications.** Figure 6a shows the AR POV of User A playing a game (center) with User B using an AR tablet (left). Figure 6b shows the AR POV of User A, editing a 3D model (center) with a movable control panel (right). Figure 6c shows the VR avatar/audio conference POV of User A (top-left, landmarks in blue) with Users B/C/D as translated facial avatars (center). Figure 6d shows the AR POV of a sensing robot and mini-AprilTag (center) with a Scene anchor AprilTag (top-left). A telepresence conference is shown from User A’s AR tablet POV in Figure 6e and also from User A’s VR POV in Figure 6f. Figure 6g shows the VR POV of User A (top-left) in User B’s (right) poster session with red laser pointer (center) and Users C/D (left). Some images trimmed for space.

provide a preliminary study of its impact in Section 5.

**Persistence Data Store:** Once a user connects to a Realm and loads a particular Scene, a browser is given all of the 3D objects within the scene. This content is initially requested from a Persistence Data Store that tracks the latest state of any persistent objects (not all objects need to be persistent).

**Authentication and Access Control:** The root of trust for an ARENA Realm derives from the Access Control List (ACL) permissions managed by the Authentication and Access Control service. Users are authenticated using OAuth, and the service emits JSON Web Tokens (JWT) based on permissions for which Scene users control or grant control as an ACL. PubSub brokers and other services (e.g., the persistence datastore) use JWT to enforce access control. PubSub brokers accept and validate these tokens and use them to allow/disallow publish or subscribe access. We use the PubSub topic structure to sculpt and whitelist which 3D objects, chat, runtime, and other communications bind this ACL to the user’s JWT. To prevent clients from elevating their privileges by publishing malicious messages on the topics they are allowed to publish, we perform client-side checks on message reception and discard invalid messages. Section 5.1 shows that security overhead is minimal.

**Web Server:** Static content such as 3D models, images, sound, and the basic Scene skeleton are fetched from a Web server. ARENA Scenes take advantage of this basic Web infrastructure to facilitate the delivery and access to content, which also allows us to leverage common Web scaling techniques like CDNs.

4 APPLICATIONS

Over the course of designing ARENA, we had several developers from a variety of backgrounds build an assortment of applications. These programmers ranged from graphics and animation experts and students learning about XR design to low-level computer systems programmers with less experience related to graphical systems. During this time, we iterated on our programming API to help target common design patterns. Initially, our ARENA library was a thin layer above the PubSub message protocol that we implemented in C and in Python. Over time, we moved more toward an ECS architecture with a Python library that supported the most common loop and callback functions. In the following section, we describe a few applications developed using ARENA and highlight trade-offs compared to more traditional systems.

**Large-scale VR Chat:** As an extension of the collaborative user-presence feature of ARENA, we integrated the open source Jitsi [22] videoconferencing stack into our main JavaScript Web stack to enable user video chats in VR (Figure 6g). We have experimented with events having more than 80 users in a single Scene. User video feeds are rendered on 3D cubes, and their audio feed volumes are automatically adjusted based on camera movement and stereo position in 3D. We have hosted multiple VR conferences, poster sessions, and interactive 3D demonstrations using VR chat.

**AR Authoring:** The AR Builder (ARB) tool (Figure 6b) was written using the ARENA Python library to provide interactive 3D authoring. ARB reacts to MQTT-published user camera positions to render a rotating 3D control panel of buttons to create, delete, rotate, move,
Table 1: Typical messaging data rates compared to Audio and Video streaming for graphical updates and user camera updates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Throughput (Bytes/Second)</th>
<th># of Streams (Users) at 100Mbit/s</th>
<th># of Streams (Users) at 10Mbit/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raw</td>
<td>H.264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>149,299</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: Frames per second (FPS) across five different devices as we increase the number of triangles in the 3D scene.

5 EVALUATION

To put the network bandwidth involved in our collaborative XR framework into context, we compared typical audio and video streaming with graphical and user camera updates in an ARENA Scene as shown in Table 1. Camera movements must be delivered to all users in a Scene, and thus grow quadratically. For comparison, a standard Netflix video stream consumes the same bandwidth as over 700 objects updating at 10Hz each. Later in this section, we profile latency, bandwidth, and memory in more detail as the number of users increases. The remainder of this section will benchmark the overhead of the security mechanism introduced in ARENA’s PubSub, browser rendering performance, end-to-end latency, and PubSub broker clustering.

5.1 Security Overhead

To evaluate the impact of supporting secure channels and PubSub access control (see access control and authorization in Section 3.4), we instrumented our MQTT brokers and profiled the time to handle a client connection, a message publication, and a topic subscription. The resulting delays compared to a broker with no security enabled are shown in Figure 7. Connection time is significantly higher, mostly due to the transport-layer security (TLS) connection setup. ACL-related checks increase publish and subscribe mean execution time by 24% and 17%. Relative to communication and application processing delays, on the order of milliseconds, these are very small. Later in this section, we see that brokers can be scaled horizontally, which also helps amortize these overheads.

We also profiled the browser client code to measure the relative overhead of client-side message parsing and validation, including security checks to ensure users do not abuse their permissions in a Scene. We profiled an application that created a Scene with more than 12.5 thousand triangles, updating objects through PubSub at 70Hz, and observed that parsing and validation accounted for about 2% of the total execution time of the code.

5.2 Rendering Performance

While improving rendering performance is not the aim of this work, it is an important metric to show the feasibility of using current WebXR-enabled browsers in practice. To benchmark the rendering capabilities of modern browsers, we collected the frames per second (FPS) across five different devices as we increase the complexity of the scene rendered, as shown in Figure 8. We see that it performs surprisingly well even on low-compute platforms like Hololens 2. It is worth noting that WebXR is already compatible with some edge rendering systems like AirLink on the Oculus Quest 2.

5.3 End-to-End Latency

This section will start by showing the effect of compute placement under light load on a single broker given different network interconnects. We then show how the latency changes as we increase broker load. Finally, we show how using multiple brokers can isolate Scenes and scale to support many users.

Compute Placement: Let us look at the achievable latency under three basic placement scenarios of interactive agents controlling the behavior of a networked scene: (i) on a node connected across a local wired network, (ii) across a wireless network, and (iii) placed...
in the cloud. We created an agent using the ARENA Python library that reacted to user inputs in a Scene. The Python agent subscribes to the object’s events to receive click events, which trigger a location update of an object in the Scene (this update is published to the corresponding topic providing access to the object).

We measured the end-to-end latency from the click event to when the update is received back to the client, shown in Figure 9. While the placement of the Python agent impacts the end-to-end delay, observe that even when placed at the cloud (nearby AWS), the end-to-end delay is often under 40 ms, which can support many interactive applications. Applications requiring very low latency (e.g., a networked physics engine) can be supported by placing the apps/services near users, and we can observe this in Figure 9a, with latencies under 10 ms. Our architecture was designed to allow such compute/delay trade-offs, and the placement of agents that control our networked Scenes is the subject of further research.

**Broker Load:** We now consider the load on a single broker and its impact on the end-to-end latency of networked interactive agents. We placed a similar Python agent (from the previous paragraph) on the local network and measured the end-to-end delay as we increased the broker load by adding users to the Scene. Each user placed in the Scene was configured to send position updates (simulating user movement) at 10Hz and subscribed to updates from everyone else. The resulting end-to-end delay, memory, and bandwidth as a function of the load is presented in Figure 10. We can see the broker is at 92% CPU utilization with 150 users, and, when we get to around 160 users, the broker is CPU-bound, maintaining a throughput of 80 MB/s, while memory starts to increase due to queuing.

### 5.4 Broker Clustering

We use MQTT brokers’ clustering capabilities to scale PubSub by carefully managing both where clients connect and the traffic across brokers and between clusters. Our current setup uses Mosquitto [18], which is designed to use a single CPU but can scale to multiple CPUs by bridging brokers together (even on a single machine). In our clustering configuration, depicted in Figure 9d, we bridge brokers to form clusters inside a machine such that can fully utilize the available CPUs and network bandwidth. To isolate traffic between brokers and clusters, we make sure that Scenes and associated event traffic are disjoint in the PubSub topic tree. Further scaling, isolation, and security can be achieved with multiple Realms.

Figure 10 (previous section) shows that a single broker becomes CPU-bound with 160 users. Thus, increasing the cluster to two brokers will allow reaching the network capacity available in the same machine (this is the scenario: 1 Scene, 1 cluster, shown in Figure 11). Scaling further requires more network capacity, which we can achieve by, for example, adding more clusters or splitting users across scenes. We can see this effect in Figure 11, showing the system throughput for four different variations of the number of Scenes and clusters (all clusters have two brokers). Observe the difference from a single broker (Figure 10) to a cluster with two brokers. With a two-broker cluster, we are bound to 125 MB/s (the maximum bandwidth available) which is reached at 180 users. With two clusters, we are bound to 2x125 MB/s, and isolation between scenes allows around 40% more users. The scaling of multiple clusters is further shown with three clusters, which reaches 800 users at 3x125 MB/s.

### 6 Conclusion

This paper presents ARENA, a multi-user, collaborative framework for WebXR applications. ARENA simplifies development with the ability to hot-load content within an implicitly networked environment. Our design allows hosting and deploying applications based on the locality of users and resources within a scene, which helps reduce latency for interactive XR applications. We believe ARENA enables a new class of highly connected XR capabilities and opens future work related to computer placement, security, programming and authoring models, and perhaps even new XR application ecosystems.
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